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ABSTRACT
The lack of semantic information is a big challenge, even in context-driven areas like Healthcare, characterized
by established terminologies. Here, semantic data integration is the solution to provide precise information
and answers to questions like: What is the care pathway of newborns diagnosed with a congenital anomaly in
consequence of congenital syphilis in the city of São Paulo? This project will use a semantic data integration
technique, ontology based data integration, to integrate three health databases from the city of São Paulo Brazil: mortality, live births and hospital information system. It is expected that the integration of public health
databases will help to map patient care pathways, predict public resource needs and minimize unnecessary
spending.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Brazilian Ministry of Health, through DATASUS (Informatics Brazilian Health System Department), requires
more than 45 systems for reporting the national health situation1 . Among them, there are systems for monitoring
the demographic situation, such as the SIM (Mortality Information System)2 and the SINASC (Information
System on Live Births)3 . Moreover, there are other systems for the collection of medical procedures of SUS
(Brazilian Health System), such as the SIH (Hospital Information System)4 . It can be noted that a large number of
these systems do not necessarily interact with each other, guiding to independent, redundant and non-interoperable
information [1].
Regarding health information management and decision making, one of the main difficulties is the access to
these data sets, specifically making a single query in more than one database and performing complex queries
that require distributed data. In this way, it is extremely costly to follow patients over time. Thus, it is not easily
known how many patients are being treated by the health system nor what procedures are repeated by the same
individual. While national initiatives have been undertaken [2–4] (such as the recent updates of information
systems by the Ministry of Health), much work remains to be done. Most of the projects ignored semantic
meaning [5–7] or were made on small cities [8].
∗ This research is part of the INCT of the Future Internet for Smart Cities funded by CNPq proc. 465446/2014-0, CAPES proc.
88887.136422/2017-00, and FAPESP proc. 14/50937-1 and FAPESP proc. 15/24485-9.
1 DATASUS http://datasus.saude.gov.br/sistemas-e-aplicativos
2 SIM: http://www2.datasus.gov.br/DATASUS/index.php?area=060701
3 SINASC: http://www2.datasus.gov.br/DATASUS/index.php?area=060702
4 SIH: http://datasus.saude.gov.br/sistemas-e-aplicativos/hospitalares/sihsus
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2 PROPOSAL
Given the scenario and the open topics about the theme, this project aims to develop an ontology layer to integrate
distinct health-care databases and, consequently, to do complex analysis, such as to track the patient care pathway
(yet ensuring anonymity), allowing better resources’ management. Here we will use a hybrid OBDI approach [9],
developed by [10], to integrate SINASC, SIM and SIH databases and answer competence questions like:
• What is the level of education of the mother when the child was born?
• Did the mother have any records of hospitalization during pregnancy? Is hospitalization related to the
pregnancy?
• Did the mother have any records of ICU admission?
• What is the care pathway of newborns diagnosed with a congenital anomaly in consequence of congenital
syphilis in the city of São Paulo?

3 SEMANTIC DATA INTEGRATION
Different approaches can be used for integrating data, such as schema mapping and matching, model management,
answering queries using views, data exchange, record linkage, data fusion, etc. [11]. However, the use of
a semantic-based approach is particularly beneficial for data from complex urban environments. The data
repositories across government agencies use different data models and schemas. In this scenario, it is common to
encounter syntactic and semantic discrepancies, mainly due to spatial, temporal, and/or thematic diversities in the
studied datasets. Ontology Based Data Integration - OBDI, is useful for solving the absence of interoperability
between the databases because they are able to identify and associate the semantic correspondence of the
concepts [12]. This kind of solution provides a coherent representation framework that simplifies data usage and
unlocks their combined value [13]. The integration resolves heterogeneities with respect to the schemas and their
data, either to enable their direct manipulation or to enable the automatic translation of data and queries across
the schemas [14]. The integration method followed in the project is based on the work of [8, 10]. This framework
was developed for the creation of web views, where each user has their own version of the same set of data. The
framework developed by the authors has three ontology layers:
• Local ontologies: Relates local data sets to a desired domain. Each local ontology represents a database
schema;
• Exported views ontologies: Intermediary level ontology to convert and map databases and concepts;
• Domain ontology: Shared ontology vocabulary that is related to the application and integrates all
databases.
There are several initiatives that seek the semantic unification of different databases [15], [16]. Therefore, an
alternative is to re-create the semantic context from database schemata and data documentation. Thus, the strategy
is to build an ontological layer to facilitate access and reuse of information, both by humans and machines [17].
This is an approach adopted by both companies and population health entities, such as the WHO (World Health
Organization) [15].

4 RESULTS AND EXPECTED RESULTS
It is expected that the integration of public health databases will help to map patient care pathways, predict public
resource needs and minimize unnecessary spending. For this, the domain ontology of the proposed application
was created and it has 200 axioms and is currently in testing. The concepts used to create the exported view
ontology and the local ontology from SINASC were validated. The next steps are to create the exported view
ontology and local ontology from SIM and SIH data sets and to validate them and their relations.
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